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CONVERT JAVASCRIPT BUTTONS AND LINKS INTO
LIGHTNING EXPERIENCE ALTERNATIVES
Uncomfortable with code? Stymied by JavaScript? Don’t worry. With just a few clicks in the Lightning
Experience Configuration Converter, you can recreate many JavaScript buttons and links as Lightning
components, quick actions, or other declarative solutions.
The Lightning Experience Configuration Converter creates new Lightning components, quick
actions, and other declarative solutions without touching the original items. Before committing to
any changes, you can preview the new component code or the declarative steps to verify that the
alternatives work.
Note: Starting in October 2019, JavaScript Buttons and Links scan results are only available
in the Lightning Experience Configuration Converter. Admins do not receive scan results as
email attachments.
1. Log in to the Lightning Experience Configuration Converter, then select the JavaScript Buttons
tab.
2. If no data exists or if the existing scan data is outdated, click Scan for JavaScript Buttons to see
the latest information. The last scanned date is displayed in the table header.
3. When the scan finishes, all the JavaScript buttons and links found are listed for each object. You
can see which page layout each item is on and the recommended conversion type.
4. To see conversion options for an item, click

on its row.

EDITIONS
Available in: Professional,
Enterprise, Performance,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions
Available in: English
language only

USER PERMISSIONS
To run the Lightning
Experience Configuration
Converter:
• Customize Application,
Modify All Data
To create, edit, or delete
Visualforce pages:
• Customize Application

all items, except the ones marked as Manual (More Details) or not supported, you can:
• Preview—View what the suggested alternative is, whether it’s declarative or programmatic.
• Convert—Convert the item into the suggested alternative, but don’t add it to the page layout.
• Convert & Deploy—Convert the item into the suggested alternative, and add it to the page layout. Quick actions, Lightning
components, and custom buttons are added as actions to the Salesforce Mobile and Lightning Experience Actions section of
the page layout. Converted links are added to the Custom Links area of the page layout’s detail section.
5. If you want to convert the item but not deploy it to your users yet, click
The prefix “LCC” is added to the converted item’s API Name.
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Because the item was converted but not deployed, it wasn’t added to the page layout.
When you’re ready for your users to use the converted item, you can deploy it in two ways.
• Go to the affected page layout in Setup. In the palette, locate the new item under Mobile & Lightning Actions and manually add
it.
• In the Lightning Experience Configuration Converter, on the Converted Buttons tab, find the converted item, click
Deploy.
6. To convert an item and add it to the page layout, click

, and select

, and select Convert & Deploy.

Important: For partial conversions, the component code is incomplete. We recommend that you convert it but not use the
tool to deploy it. If you deploy the incomplete code, the item doesn’t work properly.
7. After you deploy the converted button or link, we recommend that you remove the original one from the page layout. You can
mouse over the items in the palette to see which one is the new converted item. When you’re satisfied with the replacement, consider
deleting the original JavaScript item from your org.
Scan Your Org for Updates with the Lightning Experience Configuration Converter
The Lightning Experience Configuration Converter searches your org for customizations that may need adjusting and speeds up
getting them ready for the new interface. Use it to evaluate and update items such as Visualforce pages, JavaScript buttons and
links, hard-coded URLs, actions and buttons, and AppExchange packages.
Review and Act on Lightning Experience Configuration Converter Scan Results
Use Lightning Experience Configuration Converter scan results to target conversions that make the most impact on the users you’re
transitioning next. In many cases, the Configuration Converter can convert features at the click of a button.
JavaScript Button and Link Conversion and Deployment Behavior
The Lightning Experience Configuration Converter recognizes several types of JavaScript buttons and links, including alerts, redirects,
urlHacks, popups, and confirmation dialogs. Depending on what the button or link does, the tool suggests a declarative or
programmatic alternative that’s compatible with Lightning Experience.
When the Lightning Experience Configuration Converter Can’t Convert Your JavaScript Buttons or Links
Sometimes the Lightning Experience Configuration Converter finds a JavaScript button or link that’s either not a supported type—like
a related list or list view button— or is too complex to convert. When that happens, you see “Manual (More Details)” in the Conversion
Type column. Here’s what to do next.
Create a Lightning Component Action
Creating a Lightning component action is similar to creating a regular quick action, and you do it in the same place in Setup. All you
need is a Lightning component in your org for the quick action to trigger.
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Scan Your Org for Updates with the Lightning Experience
Configuration Converter

Lightning Experience Configuration Converter Considerations
Keep these considerations in mind when working with the Configuration Converter.

Scan Your Org for Updates with the Lightning Experience Configuration
Converter
The Lightning Experience Configuration Converter searches your org for customizations that may
need adjusting and speeds up getting them ready for the new interface. Use it to evaluate and
update items such as Visualforce pages, JavaScript buttons and links, hard-coded URLs, actions and
buttons, and AppExchange packages.
Note: Get the full picture of your org by running the Lightning Experience Readiness Check
as well as using the Lightning Experience Configuration Converter.
Note: The Lightning Experience Configuration Converter is a standalone application that
lives outside your ordinary Salesforce environment. When you use it, your account will be
used to pull relevant data from your Salesforce org into Heroku, where the data will be
processed to provide the Configuration Converter's functionality. Heroku is another service
offered by Salesforce on a separate infrastructure. The Configuration Converter may also use
further downstream processors, including third parties. Tell me more about Heroku.
To check your progress, Salesforce recommends scanning each feature area at least one time each
release.

EDITIONS
Available in: Professional,
Enterprise, Performance,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

USER PERMISSIONS
To run the Lightning
Experience Configuration
Converter:
• Customize Application,
Modify All Data

1. Open a tab in your browser, and log in to the Lightning Experience Configuration Converter at
https://lightning-configuration.salesforce.com/.
We recommend running the tool in a sandbox or Developer Edition org, and then migrating changes to your production org.
2. Review the status of each feature on the Home tab.
3. To update the status of a feature, kick off a scan of that feature from the Home tab.
Note: While the Configuration Converter is running a scan, you can’t view scan results on any tab, take conversion actions,
or kick off another scan. You can close the Configuration Converter while a scan is in progress. Salesforce sends you an email
when the scan is finished.
4. If this is your first time using the tool, scan each feature.
5. Review and act on scan results.
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Review and Act on Lightning Experience Configuration Converter Scan
Results
Use Lightning Experience Configuration Converter scan results to target conversions that make the
most impact on the users you’re transitioning next. In many cases, the Configuration Converter can
convert features at the click of a button.
Select the tab for a feature to see detailed scan results. Scan results include guidance and
recommendations on updating potential issues. In many cases, the Lightning Experience
Configuration Converter lets you automate the recommended updates. For others, it walks you
through manual updates.
• Actions and Buttons

EDITIONS
Available in: Professional,
Enterprise, Performance,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions
Available in: English
language only

• JavaScript Buttons and Links
• Hard-Coded URLs
• Visualforce Pages
• AppExchange Packages
Before taking recommended actions, use the current data to verify that your rollout plan is focused on the correct priorities for the group
of users you’re transitioning next. We recommend using the User Impact column to help focus on just the items needed for relevant
users. Review Discover Phase: Start Your Lightning Experience Transition for help with planning your rollout and change management
strategies.
SEE ALSO:
Salesforce Help: Lightning Component Actions

JavaScript Button and Link Conversion and Deployment Behavior
The Lightning Experience Configuration Converter recognizes several types of JavaScript buttons
and links, including alerts, redirects, urlHacks, popups, and confirmation dialogs. Depending on
what the button or link does, the tool suggests a declarative or programmatic alternative that’s
compatible with Lightning Experience.
In all conversions, your original JavaScript button or link remains untouched.
Conversion
Type

Description

Custom Button You can convert the
or Link
JavaScript button or link
to a regular custom
button or link.

Conversion and Deployment Behavior

Upon conversion, a button or link matching the
functionality and label of the JavaScript button or
link is added to your org on the same object as the
original. For example, suppose that this org has a
JavaScript detail page link called “Visit Website.” After
conversion, a custom URL link with the same name
appears in the Buttons, Links, and Actions list for the
object. The prefix “LCC” is added to the converted
button or link’s API Name.
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Conversion Type

Description

JavaScript Button and Link Conversion and Deployment
Behavior

Conversion and Deployment Behavior
When deployed, custom buttons are added as actions to the Salesforce
Mobile and Lightning Experience Actions section of the affected page
layout. Deployed links are added to the Custom Links area of the page
layout’s detail section.

Quick Action

You can convert the JavaScript
button to a quick action.

Upon conversion, a quick action matching the functionality and label of
the JavaScript button is added to your org on the same object as the
original. For example, suppose that this org has a JavaScript button called
“Create Opportunity.” After conversion, a quick action with the same
name appears in the Buttons, Links, and Actions list for the object. The
prefix “LCC” is added to the converted button or link’s API Name.
When deployed, the quick action is added to the Salesforce Mobile and
Lightning Experience Actions section of the affected page layout.

Lightning Component You can convert the JavaScript
Upon conversion, a Lightning component bundle with component code
(Full)
button or alert to a Lightning
and a controller file is added to your org. You can find it in Setup under
component quick action and retain Custom Code | Lightning Components.
its full functionality.
In addition, a Lightning component action that triggers the new
component is created. The Lightning component action has the same
name as the original JavaScript button or link.
When deployed, the Lightning component action is added to the
Salesforce Mobile and Lightning Experience Actions section of the
affected page layout.
Lightning Component You can partially convert the
(Partial)
JavaScript button or alert to a
Lightning component.

Upon conversion, a Lightning component bundle with component code
and a controller file is added to your org.
A Lightning component action that triggers the new component is also
created. The Lightning component action has the same name as the
original JavaScript button or link.
Complete the component before deploying it. If you don’t have access
to a developer to help you with the code, post your issue on the Lightning
Experience Configuration Converter Trailblazer Community. Folks there
would be glad to help.
After the code has been finished to match the functionality of the
JavaScript button or link, manually add its Lightning component quick
action to the page layout.

Manual (More Details) The Lightning Experience
Configuration Converter can’t
convert the item.

Click Manual (More Details) to get more information and suggested
replacements. Sometimes, the reason is because the type isn’t supported
for conversion, such as a list view or related list button. In other cases,
the JavaScript button or alert is too complex to convert declaratively.
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When the Lightning Experience Configuration Converter Can’t
Convert Your JavaScript Buttons or Links

You can view the converted items in the Buttons, Links, and Actions list in the Object Manager in Setup.
SEE ALSO:
Salesforce Help: Lightning Component Actions

When the Lightning Experience Configuration Converter Can’t Convert
Your JavaScript Buttons or Links
Sometimes the Lightning Experience Configuration Converter finds a JavaScript button or link that’s
either not a supported type—like a related list or list view button— or is too complex to convert.
When that happens, you see “Manual (More Details)” in the Conversion Type column. Here’s what
to do next.
When you click Manual (More Details) and the button isn’t supported, you get a message that
you can’t covert the item.
If your button or link matches one of the common archetypes, such as a dialog or urlHack, the
message recommends one or more components in the Sample Components for Lightning
Component Actions repo on GitHub. This repo contains sample Lightning component bundles that
represent some of the most common JavaScript button use cases. They’ve been created with extra
annotation to help you configure them to your own needs.
You don’t need a GitHub login to access the repo, and you can install the components in your org
using an unmanaged package.

EDITIONS
Available in: Professional,
Enterprise, Performance,
Unlimited, and Developer
Editions

USER PERMISSIONS
To run the Lightning
Experience Configuration
Converter:
• Customize Application,
Modify All Data

Tip: Admins, you can do this! Installing the Lightning components from GitHub takes only
a few clicks.
1. Determine what your comfort level with code is.
• If the thought of working with code makes you break out in a cold sweat, and you don’t have anyone to help you, fear not! We’re
not going to abandon you. First, note which components the converter recommended. Install the components in your org. Then
post your issue on the Lightning Experience Configuration Converter Trailblazer Community. The folks there would be glad to
help you.
• If you’re not comfortable with code, but you have a developer that can help you, install the component bundle unmanaged
package from GitHub. You can then work through it together.
• If you’re comfortable with code, go to the GitHub repo, and look at the available components. Scroll through the Classes &
Components list, and see which of the recommended components is similar to what your JavaScript button does. Install the
component bundle unmanaged package in your org.
Ready to install the components? Let’s go.
2. Make sure that you’re logged in to the Salesforce sandbox or Developer Edition org that you want to use to work on the button
conversion.
We recommend not installing these components in your production org.
3. Go to the home page for the component bundle on GitHub.
• In the Lightning Experience Configuration Converter, clicking a link in the Manual (More Details) dialog brings you directly into
a component file in GitHub. Navigate to the top level by clicking LEXComponentsBundle in the directory structure breadcrumb.
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When the Lightning Experience Configuration Converter Can’t
Convert Your JavaScript Buttons or Links

• Otherwise, open a new browser tab, and go to https://github.com/developerforce/LEXComponentsBundle.
4. Scroll down the page until you find the Click here to install link, and click it.

5. If you’re asked, log in with your org credentials.
6. Leave the settings as they are, and click Install.
The installation can take a few moments.
7. When the installation finishes, click Done.
8. To find the installed components, in Setup, enter Components in the Quick Find box, then click Lightning Components.
Not going to customize the code yourself? Get help to make it happen, and skip to the last step. Otherwise, read on.
9. Click the name of the component you want to configure, and click Developer Console.
10. Update the component code to match the functionality of the JavaScript button or link that it’s replacing.
11. When the updated Lightning component is ready to use, create a Lightning component quick action to trigger it.
12. Go to the affected page layout in Setup. Find the Lightning component quick action that you created in the palette, and add it to
the Salesforce Mobile and Lightning Experience Actions section of the page layout.
You can find Lightning component actions in the palette under Mobile & Lightning Actions.
SEE ALSO:
Scan Your Org for Updates with the Lightning Experience Configuration Converter
Create a Lightning Component Action
Salesforce Help: Lightning Component Actions
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Create a Lightning Component Action
Creating a Lightning component action is similar to creating a regular quick action, and you do it
in the same place in Setup. All you need is a Lightning component in your org for the quick action
to trigger.
1. In Setup, click Object Manager, click the object that you want to create the action for, and
click Buttons, Links, and Actions.
2. Click New Action.
3. For Action Type, select Lightning Component.
4. Select the component that you want the action to call.
5. Enter a label for the action. Users see this label as the name of the action.
Tip: You can choose an option from the Standard Label Type list to have Salesforce
generate the label. For the labels in this list that include “Record” and “Record Type,”
Salesforce fills in the type of object or the record type the action creates. For example, if
you choose the Create New “Record” standard label on a create contact action, the
generated label is Create New Contact.

EDITIONS
Available in: Lightning
Experience
Available in: Group,
Professional, Enterprise,
Performance, Unlimited,
Contact Manager,
Database.com, and
Developer Editions

USER PERMISSIONS
To create actions:
• Customize Application

6. If necessary, change the name of the action. If you selected a standard label type in the previous
step, you must enter the name.
This name is used in the API and managed packages. It must begin with a letter and use only alphanumeric characters and underscores,
and it can’t end with an underscore or have two consecutive underscores. Unless you’re familiar with working with the API, we
suggest not editing this field.
7. Type a description for the action.
The description appears on the detail page for the action and in the list on the Buttons, Links, and Actions page. The description isn’t
visible to your users. If you’re creating several actions on the same object, we recommend using a detailed description, such as
“Create Contact on Account using New Client record type.”
8. Optionally, click Change Icon to select a different icon for the action.
When you’re finished creating your action, add it to the Salesforce Mobile and Lightning Experience Actions section of the desired page
layout, such as the case page layout, and your users can start using it!
SEE ALSO:
Salesforce Help: Customize Actions with the Enhanced Page Layout Editor

Lightning Experience Configuration Converter Considerations
Keep these considerations in mind when working with the Configuration Converter.

General Considerations
• The Configuration Converter is a standalone tool that lives outside of Salesforce. Allow these IP addresses for your organization so
admins can access the tool.
– 52.2.2.209
– 52.203.195.34
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– 52.200.207.131
– 52.72.119.132
• The tool scans these objects. The JavaScript Buttons tab includes buttons from additional objects not listed here, but you can’t
convert them using the tool.
– Account
– Asset
– Campaign
– Case
– Contact
– Contract (JavaScript Buttons tab only)
– Event
– Lead
– Opportunity
– Order
– Person Account
– Task (JavaScript Buttons tab only)
– Custom objects
• If a page layout name contains special characters, some actions to that layout don’t work using the tool.

Internet Browsers
The converter isn’t supported in Internet Explorer 11.

Considerations for JavaScript Buttons and Links
• The converter’s JavaScript Buttons area suggests Lightning components for some conversions.
• Not all JavaScript buttons and links can be recreated. For example, the tool can’t recreate some items that contain a URL that sets
predefined values (also known as a URL hack).
• Some complex JavaScript alerts, such as those with multiple operations, must be converted manually. The converter recommends
actions that you can take to perform the manual conversion.
• When you deploy a converted quick action to a page layout whose Salesforce Mobile and Lightning Experience Actions section isn’t
customized, the tool overrides the defaults in that section and then deploys the action.
• If a JavaScript custom button or link isn’t used on any page layouts, you can convert it but not deploy it. The converted item is added
to the palette of the object’s page layouts, and you can then add it to a page layout manually.
• List view buttons and items from managed packages aren’t supported for conversion. To get a list of your managed packages, run
the Lightning Experience Readiness Report and look under AppExchange Packages.
• If your JavaScript button or link code uses REQUIRESCRIPT, the only scripts that are supported for conversion are:
– /soap/ajax/xx.x/connection.js
– /soap/ajax/xx.x/apex.js
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Considerations for Actions and Buttons
• For the Case object, Change Status and Log a Call actions aren't moved because the Salesforce Mobile and Lightning Experience
Actions section doesn’t support them. Make the necessary updates manually.
• If you don’t see a step in the wizard, such as selecting a record type or removing the Mobile Smart Actions bundle, it’s not applicable
to the selected page layouts.
• If a page layout’s Quick Actions in the Salesforce Classic Publisher section hasn’t been customized, you can’t select the page layout.
• Actions and buttons from objects in managed packages aren’t supported for moving.

Considerations for Hard-Coded URLs
• The Configuration Converter scans the following for hard-coded URLs.
– Custom buttons or links
– Visualforce pages
– Visualforce components
– Apex triggers
– Apex classes
– Collaboration groups
– Email templates
– Knowledge articles
– Home Page content
– Web tabs
– Document URLs
• Hard-coded URLs in Chatter posts and Knowledge articles appear in the scan results, but they can’t be updated by the Configuration
Converter.
• Hard-coded URLs in email templates and document URLs can’t be updated if they’re stored in the user’s personal folder or in the
general public folder.
• URLs in packages and workflows aren’t scanned and can’t be updated by the Configuration Converter.
• The Configuration Converter displays each hard-coded URL as a separate line item. Previously, the Readiness Check grouped duplicate
URLs into a single row.
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